
   You have probably noticed in the previous chapter that I am obsessed with developing 
conclusions that have 3 -- no more, no less -- outcomes.  In that regard I accept the Tesla 
mantle with great humbleness.  He too was obsessed with the numbers 3, 6, and 9 and said the 
discovery of their connections would change the world.  Well, the numbers 6 and 9 are presently 
beyond my pay grade, but I’ll be happy to defend my obsession with 3 and its importance in 
virtually all aspects in our lives.  In fact, I created a new word for it:  Triation. 
   Now, I understand full well we are living in a 2-dimensional binary world so far as information 
gathering goes.  The premise of our lives is based on either-or, take-it-or-leave-it, flight or fight 
paradigms.  It is built into our DNA some would say.  We either go right or left, up or down, in or 
out.  So our three-dimensions become a two-way street.  We are either late or early, rarely 
“on-time” (as if being exactly, precisely on time was actually possible).  We are either hot or 
cold, awake or asleep, hungry or full, good or bad.  Our politics are extreme, as is our 
economics, our religious convictions, our moral imperatives.  The binary world of our computers 
has taken over our thinking.  We are either ‘1’s or ‘0’s, yes or no’s, friends or foes.  The center 
cannot hold, said the poet.  
   How did this happen, seemingly overnight?  Weren’t we at some point more responsive to a 
middle ground, compromise, averaging out of extremes.  Didn’t we once have a thriving middle 
class, a midway at an amusement park, or reason to leave a tied American football game at the 
end of regulation time, tied, like they do in soccer?  
   Since when did we have to have a positive (or negative) outcome to everything, anything but 
an unanswerable response.  For today it is unacceptable to say, “I don’t know.”  The answer is 
on your computer, your smartphone, your implant. 
   For we have entered -- and are leaving at as quick a pace I contend  --  a robotic world of 
binary outcomes.  This either-or mentality is already being ingrained into our politics, our 
religious beliefs, our cultural and societal morays.   We no longer want to deal with unknowns, 
with possibilities, with alternatives, with doubts.  We expect answers, firm unalterable answers, 
or at the very least a choice of not more than 2.  After all, that is what binary code is all about … 
the selection of the one or the other.  Schodinger’s cat is either alive or dead.  No more, no less. 
(Actually the cat was wondering if Schodinger was alive or dead since it hadn’t been fed.) 
   But what if there was another choice -- a triative choice -- added to the one or the other?  For 
instance,  we’d have to have a new non-binary gender option added to “male” and “female”. 
We’d have androgynous anthropods.  We’d have hermaphroditic “tranny” plants.  A scary 
thought, to be sure.  Ah, but wait…. we already do!  Ask any biologist. 
   In fact, as you read this, many airlines are adding “unspecified” to the “male” and “female” 
check off boxes in their ticketing process.  And the reason we evolved to this point is because of 
-- or despite -- a societal need for better identifying these non-binary choices, choose your 
(binary) option!  So strap on your seat belt and hang on for dear life.  Quantum Agnostics is all 
about 3. 
 
 
 
 
 



 
 
 
 
 
  
    Let us start with the last chapter.  The Creator in all of his/her/its confounding glory gave us 3 
basic forces that explain all natural phenomena around us.  Two of those forces have been 
scientifically explained in great detail to us for a couple of centuries, at least.  Gravity and the 
electromagnetic force have been analyzed by the likes of Newton and Ben Franklin, Tesla and 
Einstein, Faraday and Planck.  Their observations and equations prove to be true because they 
are repeatable under many different variables.  
   And yet these forces could not explain certain variable phenomenon that was happening in 
the laboratory that even Einstein called “spooky.”  They were happening at a very small scale -- 
within an atom, and at the sub-atomic level were not readily observable as were the forces of 
gravity and electromagnetics.  It took great advances in microscopy, mathematics and physics 
to begin to understand quantum mechanics.  But once understood, quantum theory has led to 
the design of quantum computers which will, once fully functioning, augment and eventually 
replace classical computers. 
     But right now we are designing circuits and writing algorithms for conceptual, light-powered 
quantum computers.  These hybrid computers may have classical binary 0/1 gates; and 
between them a “qubit” (quantum bit) -- toggling as a 0 and/or a 1 -- 3 gates in all.  (Think of a 
qubit symbol as a zero with a horizontal line running through it sprinkled amongst the 1’s and 0’s 
of binary code.)  So basically a single bit of code would include not only the classical either-or 
binary state, but an additional 6 qubit unpredictable possibilities -- 8 in all, depending on where 
the qubit is observed at the time.  In other words, the predictable binary states of 1’s and 0’s -- 
0/0/0, 1/1/1, and, depending on where the qubit is positioned at the instant it’s applied in the 
computer’s computation -- 1/1/0, 1/0/0, 0/1/1, 0/0/1, 1/0/1, 0/1/0.  I Ching anyone? 
    It is no coincidence that 6 positional possibility states agree with the 6 spacial orientations we 
are all familiar with:  up-down, right-left, forward-back (height, width, and breadth (or depth) in 
three-dimensional terms ).  It has a direct bearing to sub-atomic particle “spin” orientations. 
Could this have been the “6” in Tesla’s thinking?  We’ll look at this perhaps in a later chapter.  
    And so, instead of binary code, advanced trinary code will be written that accepts the notion 
that with the exception of when the cubit is in total parallel agreement with binary configuration, 
a single cubit pass cannot provide a definitive answer, only a degree of possibility.   But by 
running the pass again and again with different positional placements, one gets 27 alternative 
possibilities (33)  and a far greater likelihood of getting to a state of probability. 
 
 
 
 
 
 



 
 
 
 
    In binary code, you have merely 4 positional possibilities (22)  when producing output and 
response... 
 

                         0     0 
                   0     1 
                   1     0 
                   1     1 
 
   In trinary code, using the symbol % for that third cubit gate, you can have 9 possibilities in 3 
positional states or 27 positional possibilities in all... 
 
%   0   0                      0    0   %                        1   1    0 
%   0   1                      0    1   %                        1   1    % 
%   0   %                     0   %   0                         1   0    0 
%   1   0                      0    1    1                        1   %   1 
%   1   1                      0   %    1                        1   %   0 
%   1   %                     0   %   %                        1   %   %             (That’s 3 to the 3rd power -- 
%   %  0                      0    1    0                        1    0    1           3x3x3 -- or 27 possibilities in all)  
%   %  1                      0    0    1                        1    0    % 
%   %  %                     0    0    0                        1    1    1  
 
    When you begin to line up, what was a binary gate configuration to a trinary one, you are 
adding immeasurably (27 to 4) to a predictable probability percentage.  As this percentage rate 
goes up, of course, the error rate comes down.  
   And notice something else:  with 27 possibilities you have one trinary configuration for every 
letter in the English language -- with one configuration extra that could be used as a space bar. 
Taking the top line above as an example… 
 
%  0  0  - could stand for A;  0  0  %  - could stand for B;  1  1  0  - could stand for C and so 
forth. 
 
    Here we have a complete English language alphabet using only 3 symbols.  And if we wanted 
to photonically transmit words through space, using the three primary colors say, (%-red, 
1-yellow, 0-blue), we could easily cluster those configurations in a triangular beam using the first 
symbol as the triangle’s apex, the second symbol in the right base position and the third symbol 
in the left base position, thus: 
                                                  %                                   0                              1 
                                                0  0     =    A                  0  %      =   B            0  1      =   C         etc. 

 



 
 
 
 
 
    And so, to spell cab, as in taxi, the formulation would look something like this:   1    %    0 
                                                                                                                                 0 1 0 0  0 % 
    That looks a little awkward, so by inverting every other letter cluster we get: 
                                                                                                                                  1  0  0  0 
                                                                                                                                 0 1  %  0 %  
    There, that looks a great deal better.  Samuel Morse would be proud. 
    If, as I suspect, quantum computers will be using light as its power source instead of 
electricity, we then have the capability of sending and receiving messages, not in binary 
numeric 0/1 code, but in a trinary system using actual letters and words -- so that any written 
document could be scanned and transmitted virtually instantaneously with just a substitution 
interface, saving a great deal of time and energy.  And of course white light transmission can be 
broken down into almost unlimited wave length segments so that every letter, every word, could 
be nicely encrypted.  
   But there is a second, possibly more important use for trinary code:  DNA transmission. 
   As you remember from Bio 101, the genetic code consists of three-letter ‘words’ called 
codons.  These codons are formed from a sequence of three nucleotides out of 4 basic amino 
acids (e.g. ACA, AGC, TTT etc.) Since there are 4 bases in 3-letter combinations, there are 64 
possible codons (43).  These encode the 20 standard amino acids, giving most amino acids 
more than one possible codon -- probably designed as a fail-safe backup.  There are also three 
‘stop’ or ‘space’ codons signifying the end of a particular coding sequence; these are the TAG, 
TGA, and TAA codons.  
   I don’t want to get into the weeds of DNA design, for it’s way above my pay scale.  Notice, 
however, the trinary coding of DNA similar to my English alphabet construction, with even more 
possible and predictable outcomes.  If we were to able to encode DNA into a light source, say, 
and transmit that information through time and space, we might be able to reconstruct ourselves 
somewhere else in the universe. 
    Light-driven quantum computers will be essential in plotting the human race through space 
and time to other unseen dimensions, other worlds.   And, as I’ve tried to show, a new quantum 
trinary or cubit code will be required in programming these incredible machines.  
    The mechanical designs together with programs for these machines are on the drawing board 
as you read this.  In your lifetime you’ll be willing, even happy, to say goodbye to your laptop 
and your smartphone, trading secure binary outcomes for multi-dimensional triative or triational 
possibilities that one can only fantasize about today.  It is the wave (and particle) of the future as 
we move into unchartered territory.  
 
                                                                          --- 
 
 



 
  
  

 


